
ENGLISH 

The children will read The Canal and write de-
scriptions and narratives based on the story. 

We will then write Cinqain and Haiku poems. 

Alongside our English topics, we will continue to 
focus on our grammar, punctuation, spelling and 

handwriting skills. 

 On Our Doorstep  

PE 

Our first half term will focus on gymnastics, devel-
oping the children’s flexibility and technique. 

MATHS 

In our first half term, we will be 
consolidating and extending the 
skills of addition and subtraction 
(up to 3 digits with exchanging). 
We will also be looking at place 
value, ordering and comparing 

numbers up to 1000. 

SCIENCE /DT 

In Science, the theme of plant life-

cycles will be covered across the year 
so that the children can understand 

how plants change in different seasons. 

We will learn about Light, how it travels  
and the materials that reflect light. 

The theme of Light will link with electri-
cal circuits in Design & Technology. 

ART / MUSIC  

We will be researching local artists 
and using paint to create art in-

spired by local artists. 

In Music, we shall be composing 
different pieces of music and will 
begin to learn how to play a musi-

cal instrument.   

Geography/ History 

In Geography we will be looking at the local area us-
ing maps (including understanding compass points) 

and looking at where the UK is within Europe. 

In History, we will study Lord Masham and look at 
the importance of Bradford to the wool industry dur-

ing the 19th century. 

RE 

In RE we will be learning about what it 
means to be a Hindu in Britain today. 

ICT  

We will use our ICT skills to help us to 
research our local area and learn about 
keeping ourselves safe on the internet. 

PSHE 

We will be looking at the key ideas of: ‘How can I 
be a good friend?’ and ‘What are families like?’ 

EVENTS  
Parent information meetings Wednesday 16th             

September 2020 in the school hall. 


